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Abstract (en)
Building room comprising a sound reducing structure reducing the transmission of sound from a first sub-room (7) of a room to a second sub-room
(8) of a room, said room having a basic ceiling (3), a wall (14) and a floor (4), said sound reducing structure comprising a suspended ceiling (5)
arranged below said basic ceiling (3) such that the basic ceiling (3) and said suspended ceiling (5) forms a space (6) between said basic ceiling
(3) and said suspended ceiling (5), and said structure further comprising a partition wall (2) dividing said room into at least said first (7) and second
sub-room (8), and extending from said floor (4) of said room to said suspended ceiling (5); and a silencer element (1) having sound reducing or
sound absorbing properties, said silencer element (1) being arranged in said space (6) along and above said partition wall (2). To significantly and
cost-effectively achieve a sound reduction in sound transferred from one room to another, the silencer element (1) is arranged so as to leave a gap
between said silencer element (1) and said basic ceiling (3) or said suspended ceiling (5). The invention further relates to a method for installing a
silencer element in a suspended ceiling.
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